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INTROD UCTION 

This report desoribes the geophysioal surveys made by the Geophysical 
Seo1.1on of the Bureau to assist in the search for oil in the Carnarvon (North
west) Basin of Western Australia. 

When the geophysical surveys oommenced in September, 1950, with the 
inoeption of the gravity reoonnaissanoe programme, much geological work had 
already been dOM in the Basin and investigations by geologists of the Bureau 
were still in progress. (Condon, 1954). All the geophysical work has been 
planMd and done in olose oo-operation with the Geologioal Section. Close 
oo-operation has also been maintaimd with the West Australian Petroleum pty. 
Ltd., since its formation in 1952. The exploration ~rmits held by that 
Company cover the entire area dealt with in this report. The assistance given 
by this company to the field parties is gratefully acknowledged. 

The geophysical work completed to the present time consists of gravity 
and seismic surveys. 

The application of the gravity method in exploration of the Basin 
depends on the justifiable assumption that the density of the pre-Cambrian 
rooks. which form the basenent and crop out to the east of the Basin, is higher 
than that of the late Palaeozoic to Recent sedments within the Basin. 
Differences in thickness of the sedimentary section resulting from. troughs 
or ridges in the basement should therefore produce anomalies in the gravity 
pattern. Furthermore, if density differences occur within the sediments (for • 
eXanlple, in general an inorease- in density with depth would be expected), 
gravity anomalies will be caused by folding and faulting within the sediments. 
Such folding and faulting may or may not be related to basement structure. The 
gravity survey of the Basin could be expected to give information on the 
configuration of the basement and on structures which might be present in the 
overlying sed1mentary rocks. 

In the interpretation of the gravity results, difficulties arise from 
unoertainty with regard to the density difference between the basement and the 
sediments .and also with regard to the possible density var1ations within both 
the basement and the sedimentary section. Inherent in the gravity method 1s 
also the difficulty in distinguishing between anomalies due to causes at shallow 
and greater depths. In the Carnarvon Basin th~re is undoubtedly a large 
regional effeot, which, hm9wr, at the present stage cannot be accurately 
evaluated. 

On the ot;.her mnd, the seismic nethod is suitable for direct 
measurement of -the depths to subsurface rock botmdarie s, prov1de~ that 
reflection or refraotion of seismic waves takBs place at such bow:\daries. 
Canpared with that used in gravity surveys, the equipment required' for seismic 
surveys is more elaborate and the opera.ting oosts muoh higher, and the use of 
seismic methods is most appropriate for the detailed investigation of particular 
areas where geological mapping or gravity work Ins shown the proba.b1e existence 
of £avourable structures. 

The gravity reconnaissance surveys have covered the whole of the 
oontinenbal part of the Carnarvon Basin, i.e. the large area lying between the 
Murohison River in the south and the town of Onslow in the north and bounded in 
tl:e west by tl:e ooast and in the east approx:imately by the 117th meridian. The 
distribution of the gravity stations throughout this area was largely controlled 
by the need for siting them along roads and tracks accessible to motor vehicles. 
The average station interval is about 5 miles. In addition to the 
reconnaissance surveys the gravity work inc luded a detailed traverse between 
Wandagee Hill and Williambury Homestead, and other detailed traverses in the 
Cape Range, Giralia and Rough Range areas. 

The gravity field work was done during the follOWing periods:
October to December, 1950; June to December, 1951; ~rch to Mlyand October 
to December, 1953. 

All the gravity readings have been tied to the Bureau's pendulum 
stations at Onslow, Carnarvon and Geraldton, and it has therefore been possible 
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to express the anomalie s re lative to the theoretical values on the International 
Ellipsoid. During the second part of the 1953 field' season, systematic checks 
were made on the earlier work in places where loop misc losures shaNed such 
checks to be necessary. 

The accurate determination of' the pos it ion and elevation of the 
gravity reconnaissance stations scattered over such a lar@9 and sparsely settled 
area as the Carnarvon Basin presented considerable difficulties. In ~neral, 
the existing maps were not accurate enough for plotting stations and 
determining station latitudes, and provided little or no topographical 
information. It was necessary therefore to fix the position of stations from 
air photographs. Strip maps covering the routes followed were prepared from 
the all' photographs and the strip maps were located by means of astro-fixes and 
existing trig. stations. Along SOIOO of the traverses, station elevations were 
obtained by the usual levelling method with suitable ties made to sea level. 
This work provided control for the levelling on the other traverses, which was 
done with an elevation mter or by barometric methods. The assistance of 
surveyors from the Department of Interior in the essential surveying work 
required by gravity reconnaissance is gratefully acknowledged. 

The gravity reconnaissance described in this report completes the 
initial phase of the gravity exploration of the Basin. However, the dis
tribution of the gravity stations is such that only an interpretation on broad 
lines is possible and cannot be regarded as final. The interpretation will 
undoubtedly be modified when more detailed gravity work has been completed and 
when control information becomes available from drilling results. In order to 
use the gravity method in the search for favourable drilling sites it would be 
necessary to make detailed gravity surveys throughout the Basin and particularly 
over the ~ologically mapped structures. 

The seismic field work in the Carnarvon Basin was confined to one 
field season, i.e. from April to December 1951, and consisted of surveys on the 

- Capo Ran@9 and Giralia Anticlines. Both refraction and refleotion methods were 
used. The purpose of the seismic work was to determine if' the structures at 
surface extended to depth and thus establish if' a suitable site for a deep 

_ exploration drill hole exists. 

-

The seismic surveys on the Giralia Anticline indicated that the 
structure at the surface does not extend below the major unoonformity and 
confirmed the value and applicability of seismio methods in the exploration 
of the area. 

GRA VITY SURVEYS. 

OEERATIONS • 

A gravity reconnaissance survey was made in the Carnarvon Basin in 
September to December 1950, and was continued during 1951. The first phase of 
this survey was described by Thyer (1951b). Four detailed traverses were run 
during 1951. In conjunction with the Bureau's seismic work, a gravity traverse 
was run along Shot-hole Canyon on the east flank of the Cape Ran@9 Structure, 
and 'bro gravity traverses were run across the Giralia Structure, one along 
seismic traverse A (Giralia-Bullara), and the other along seismic traverse C 
(near Remarkable Hill). Another detailed traverse was run from Williambury 
HOIIBstead to Wando.gee Hill. The location or these traverses is shcmn on 
Plate 1. 

A Norgaard gravity lOOter was used during the 1950 and 1951 surveys, 
and station elevations were detennined by the use of aircraft al t1maters. 
Station locations were determined by spotting on o.ir photographs. The stations 
in the detailed surveys along the seismic traverses were levelled by spirit 
leve 1 and staff. 

After the 1951 survey, lar@9 misclosures were discovered in both 
gravity and elevations. It was subsequently realised that the Norgao.rd meter is 
unsuitable for use at high temperatures, as it has a lar@9 variation of reading 
with temperature. except near its compensated temperature (about 200 C), and there 
is also a tendency for bubbles to form in the oil in which the moving parts are 
suspended. These bubble s occasionally c ling to the beam, causing lo.r@9 
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discrepancies in the readings. It was therefore decided to re-survey part of 
the area with a Worden and a Western meter. This was done during 1953, and a 
sufficient network of traverses was re-surveyed to reduce the errors 
considerably. and to enable them to be distributed over the remaining traverses. 
Elevations were also re-determined with greater accuracy, along some traverses 
by spirit level and staff. and along other traverses by a vehicle-borne 
elevation meter of the slope-integrator type. Enough control was established 
by these surveys to permit a distribution of errors over the remaining 
traverses. The re-surveyed stations are indicated on Plate 1. 

Also during 1953, a detailed gravity survey was made over the Rough 
Range structure. To avoid the need for surveying, read ings were takBn at 
seismic shot-points which had been laid out by West Australian Petroleum Fty.Ltd. 

Further reconnaissance work was done during 1953 in the southern part 
of thE> Basin, between the Gascoyne and Murchison Rivers, more particularly between 
the Gascoyne am Woorame 1 Rivers. A traverse to Geraldton ties this work to 
the previous survey of the Western Australian coastal plain (Tbyer, 1955). 
(1hgnetic work was carried out in conjunction with _this survey, but the magnetic 
results are not discussed in this report). A Worden gravity mter was used 
and levels were obtained by precise microbarometers used in a "leap-frog" 
method, in which two 1:arometers were read simultaneously at successive stations 
of the survey. Radio communication was used to ensure simultaneity of 
readings, and the oo.roJ]'f)ters were read at one station interval (3-5 miles) 
apart, A surveyed line of levels between Carnarvon and Geraldton was used 
as a control for the elevation. 

The reconnaissance surveys were conf ined to traverses along 
existing roads and traoks with stations at about 5-mile intervals. The 
detailed surveys were along seismic traverses (generally across country) with 
stations at t to i-mile intervals, except the traverse from Williambury Haoo
stead to Wandagee Hill, which follcmed the road, stations being at about 
~mile intervals. 

?:E~~TIQ~~ND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS! 

Errors in loop closures in gravity and elevation were distributed 
after the 1952-3 re .. surveying programme was completed. The errors were dis
tributed around the re-surveyed loops first, as these wore considered to be 
more accurate than the previous work. These values were then accepted and 
used as a basis for distributing errors in the previous work which had not 
been re-surveyed. 

Elevation corrections were made USing a correction factor of 
.067 mYft., oorresponding to a mean densiv, of the surfaoe material of 
2.3 rJIl/oc. 

The gravity values shown on Plates I and 2 are Bouguer anomalies. 
Free air anomalies have also been caloulateo. but are not inoluded in this 
report. Isostatic oorrections were calculated for the inittal reconnaissance 
survey (Thyer 1951b) and an isostatic anoma:y map was prepared. However, the 
isostatic anomalies have not yet been calcu:ated for the revised and extended 
results. The discussion in this report is based on Bouguer anomalies, though 
occasional reference is made to the effect of isostatic corrections. It is 
believed that the major features on each type of anomaly map are substantially 
the same. The main difference between the maps is in the re gional grad ient of 
gravity from west to east. 

The reconnaissance survey results are shown as a contour pla.n on 
Plate 1. The detailed survey results are plotted on Pl~te 2. The results of 
the ROUgh Range survey are shown as a contour plan. The traverse along 
Shot-hole Canyon, the traverse across the south end of Cape Ran~ and Rough 
Range structures, 00 traverses across the Giralia structure, and the traverse 
from Wil1iambury to Wandagee Hill, are shown as profiles, with corresponding 
geological sections. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESUDTS. 

~econnaissance Survey. 

In the area covered by the reconnaissance survey, the range of the 
Bouguer values is very large, namely from -55 tp -+55 milligals. For convenience 
in discussing the various features of the gravity contour map, the term anomaly 
will not be used to JlX3an the conventional Bouguer value but will be restricted 
to the relative "highs" and "lows ll in the contour pattern. These relative 
"highs" and "lows" will be referred to as positive and negative anomalies and as 
such are indicated by the appropriate + and - signs on the contour plan. 

Along the eastern margin of the Basin, the gravity valt.es in g:meral 
rise towards the east, that is. towards the outcrop of the pre-Cambrian rocks. 
From near Wogoola to Eudamulla, the gravity gradients are moderate to steep over 
the boundary between the pre-Cambrian and Palaeozoic sed ilm nts • In the area 
in'amdiately south of Eudamulla there are no gravity observations, but further 
south, between Coordewandy am. Narryer, the gradients are particularly steep and 
the gravity contours appear to follow closely the boundary of the pre-Cambrian 
outcrop. HaRever, the gravity values over the pre-Cambrian rocks east of the 
boundary are by no means uniformly high; an eastward decrease in gravity 
valms is indicated towards Edmund HOIOOstead, Mount Augustus am Yinnietharra. 

The major gravity features over the Basin have a general 
north-north-west trend in the central put of the area, changing to northward in 
the northern part. The Basin is separated into two parts by a positive gravity 
feature or "ridge" which extends from about 30 miles east of M3edo Homestead, 
through Binthalya, Hill Springs, Wandagee Hill, Mia Mia, Marilla and east of 
Giralia HOIWstead. On each side of this central "ridge" there is an extensive 
negative anomaly, i.e. a large area of relatively low gravityvalt.es. The 
axis of the eastern negative anomaly extends from Towrana Homestead to near 
Middalya Homestead, thence almost due north to Yanrey HOIW stead. The axis of 
the western negative anomaly can be traced from Coburn Homestead, through 
Yaringa South Homestead, Ellavalla Homestead and Minilya to Remarkable Hill and 
then between Giralin and Bullara HoIOO steads. North of Remarkable Hill the axle 
is slightly to the west of the surface axis of the Giralia Antioline • The 
anomaly broadens considerably between Ellavalla and Minilya and may include Salt 
lake, over which there are no gravity observations. West of the anomaly, 
there is a general increase in gravity values to the west and north-west with 
the highest values on the west side of the Cape Range where the gravity value 
reaches +55 milligals. 

Superimposed on the anomalie s described above there appears to be a 
. re gional increase in gravity to the north. 

The isostatic corrections calculated by Thyer (1951b) are about 45 
milligals in the North-West Cape Peninsula, 30 milligals at Carnarvon and Onslow, 
and zero at Gascoyne Junction. These corrections are ne gative and, when applied 
to the Bouguer values, reduce the re glonal rise of gravity to the north, and tend 
to introduce a regional decrease to the west. The corrections were calculated 
on the Hayford system, using a depth of compensation of 113.7 lan. Isostatic 
corrections have not yet been calculated for any other type of compensation. 

In the western part of the Basin, there are no bores to basement, or 
basement outcrops, which could give control for the gravity interpretations. 
Thus it is not possible to make any estimates of the thickness of sediments in 
the western part on the basis of the gravity information alone. The magnitude 
of the isostatic corrections shows that there could be large gravity effects due 
to deep-seated causes. HaRever, there is no certainty that the best method of 
isostatic compensation has been adopted for the area! or that the area is in 
isostatic equilibrium. 

The gravity anomalies within the Basin, apart from regional and 
isostatic effects, may be due to variations in density within the basement, or to 
variations in the thiclmess or density of the sedilmnts in the casin. At the 
present stage of investigation, the relative magnitudes of these different 
effects are not known with certainty and consequently the interpretation of the 
gravity anomalies is tentative to a large extent. 
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Although there is evidence for variations in density in the pre
Cambrian rocks and it is likely that variations in density also occur in the 
sediments, it is nevertheless considered that the major anomalies within the 
Basin are mainly due to variations in the thickness of the sediJoonts. The 
present interpretation of the gravity results is based mainly on the assumption 
that, in general, the basement is denser than the sediments and that ne gati va 
anomalies occur where the sediments thicken locally. 

Evidence in support of this a ssumption is provided by the gravity 
results in the eastern and south-eastern portions of the Basin. In most of the 
eastern marginal portion of the Basin the gravity values rise towards the east 
as the outc rop of pre -Cambr ian roc ks is approached. Thi s rise is mo st 
pronounced in the area between Coordewandy and Narryer, where the gravity 
contours agree closely with the mapped boundary of the pre-Cambrian outcrop. A 
positive anomaly is associated with the pre-Cambrian inlier, east of Carey Downs 
and forming the Carrandibby Range. 

The lCl'{est gravity values in the eastern part of the Basin occur near 
M:lrlinle igh Homestead where there is a Bouguer value of ... 54 milligals. This 
value represents a drop of over 40 milligals from the outcropping pre-Cambrian 
15 miles to the east. The thickness of the sedimentary sequence near 
~rlinleigh Homestead, as deduced from the outcrops of the sed:boonts and the ir 
dips, is approx:imately 12,000 feet (Condon, 1954). This thickness of sediments 
provides an entirely satisfact:>ry explanation of the observed negative anomaly. 
If the density of the basement is between 0.2 and 0.3 higher than that of the 
sediments, the anomaly would correspond to a thickness of 10,000 to 15,000 feet 
of sediments. 

It is necessary to consider whether the interpretation made by 
assuming that the basement is denser than the sediments could be invalidated by 
density variations within the baselOOnt. Considerable variations in gravity 
occur along the traverses over the pre-Cambrian rocks east of the Basin, and it 

.# is possible that the gravity values over the Basin are affected by density 
variations in the basement. It is bel. ieved that such density variations cause 
only a secondary contribution to the observed anomalies within the Basin and 
that the major gravity features previously described are caused by variations 
in depth to basement. 

.. 

.. 

The reason for this belief is that the gravity anomalies over the 
pre-Cambrian rocks show no re gular trend and differ in this respect from the 
major anomalies over the Basin. The negative anomaly near Nanutarra Homestead 
and the positive anomaly south-west of Uaroo HOlOO stead both appear to strike 
east. The positive anomaly north-east of &ngaroon and Lyndon, which coincides 
with a narrow belt of pre-Cambrian sediments outcropping amongst the schists 
(Condon, 1954) strikes south-east, then turns eastwards towards Mt. Augus:tus. 
The major gravity anomalies over the Basin show a north-north-west to northerly 
trend, which is roughly parallel to the western boundary of the pre-Cambrian 
outcrop am roughly parallel to the coastline and the edge of the continental . 
shelf. There is no evidence of a similar trend in the anomalies observed over 
the pre-Cambrian rocks. 

If the main anomalies owr the Basin are interpreted as due to 
varbtiono in depth to lnsemerIt, there appear to 00 two large elongfloted troughs 
in the basement separated by a north-south basement ridge. The eastern trough 
may correspond to the main axis of sedilOOntation of the Palaeozoic basin. The 
western trough may correspond to a thick sequence of Palaeozoic sediments or to 
the axis of the Cretaceous-Tertiary basin. All the anticlines mapped in 
Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks lie in the western part of the Basin, as divided on 
the basis of the gravity results. North of Remarkable Hill, the axis of the 
western trou~ lies slightly to the west of the Giralia Anticline at the surface. 
The synclinal structure at depth indicated by the seismic survey across Giralia 
Anticline (see p. 9) confirms the existence of a trou~ in the basement. 

Geological evidence indicates that if the folding which occurs in the 
Basin is of mechanical origin, the folding must be the result of major faulting in 
the pre-Cambrian basement and Palaeozoic sed:i.mnts (Condon, 1954). All the 
anticlines in the Basin are considered to be due to high-angle upthrust faulting 
of the basement and Palaeozoic rocks and located over two large thrust wedges. 
It would be expected that the faulting described would produce observable gravity 
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effects in the form. of gradients over the faults and positive anolmlies over the 
upthrust wedges. The gravity anomalies over the Cape RailfP and Giralia Anti-
cline s (discussed in the section on the detailed gravity surveys) may be due in 
part to faults in the basement and Palaeozoic rocks. South of the Giralia Anti-
cline there appears to be no e vidence in the gravity results to support the 
e'xistence of two large upthrust wedges beneath the surface anticlines. If such 
wedges are present their throws must be too small to be detected by the 
reconnaissance survey. 

Devonian sediments have been identified recently at a depth of lJ400 
feet (Tholms and Diokens, 1954) in the Pelican Hill Bore, 8 miles north of 
Carnarvon. It seems very unlikely that the presence of Devonian sedinents at 
this depth is due to an upthrust with a throw of about 10,000 feet, a s a structure 
of this magnitude would be expected to give an anomaly of about 30 milligals. 
No large positive anomaly has been observed in the vicinity of the Felican Hill 
Bore. The gravity evidence suggests that a large thickness of Devonian or 
older sedimants may be present below this bore. Even admitting that the base
ment may be at a relatively shallow depth in this area, with the low gravity 
values related to relatively low denSity basement rocks or to regional effects 
due to deep-seated causes, the absence of any zones of large gravity changes in a 
fairly short distance almost certainly preoludes the possibility of faulttng on 
the scale suggested. 

The gravity survey is not suffioiently detailed to show mether small 
gravity anomalies are associated with the anticline south or the Giralia 
Anticline, except that there appears to be a small positive residual anomaly 
associated with the Chargoo Anticline. More detailed work would be required to 
define this anomaly. It is probably associated with a feature at moderate depth. 

In the eastern part of the BaSin, the lcmest gravity values observed 
are near M3rlinleigh HOIOOstead. There are no gravity traverses across the 
Kennedy Range and it is impossible to say whether gravity continues to decrease 
west of 1brlinleigh, before rising to the higher values observed along the 
traverse between Hill Springs and Binthalya. The gravity results are inter-
preted to indicate a trough in the basement with its deepest part near, or to the 
west of, M3rlinleigh Homestead. This interpretation conflicts with the :picture ' 
of the basin structure deduced fran the geological evidenoe (Condon, 1954). The 
geological evidence is considered to indicate that the westerly dip of the 
basement continues to the west beyond -the central pos itive gravity anomaly and 
that the deepest part or -the basin is in the vioinity of Salt lAke. 

The negative gravity anomaly in the eastern part of the Basin can be 
traoed northwards to Yanrey and Glenroy Homesteads, but it becomes narrower 
towards the northern end. The contour pattern is disturbed east of Yanrey 
Homestead by a positive anomalywhioh lies just west of the pre-Cambrian outcrop, 
and which is probably due to denSity variations within a shallow basement. To 
the east of this there is a negative anomaly which may represent another 
variation in shallrm basement. 

The southward decrease in gravity along the central positive zone is 
reversed. to give a local positive anomaly near Binthalya Hcnmstead. It is 
suspected that basensnt is near the surface in the vicinity of this anomalYI 
although the geological evidence ind icates a thiok sedimentary sequence. South 
of the Gasooyne River there is a belt of positive and disturbed anomalies from 
Pimbie to east of Carey Downs, which is interpreted as an east-west belt of 
shallow basensnt. This belt includes the north-east striking anomaly near 
Carey Downs, which is assooiated with the pre-Cambrian outcrop forming the 
Carrand ibby Range. 

On the gravity oontour map" the western negative anoIJRly is a very 
broad feature between the Woora.me 1 River and the north end of Salt Ie.ke. North 
of this it narrows considerably near the Giralia Anticline. The northward 
narrowing of the negative anomaly appears to be related to an extension to the 
south-west of the positive anomaly observed in the Rough Range area. A detailed 
gravity survey in the area south-west of Rough Range would be needed to 
investigate the possible extens ion of the Rough Range anomaly in this direotion • 
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The rise in gravity to the north-west aoross the North~est Cape 
Peninsula may m3an that the basem3nt is a pproaohing the surface; however, this 
explanation is oontrary to the geological evidenoe, on which a thiokness of 
more than 20,000 feet of sediments is estimated (Condon et aI, 1953). Large 
gravity anomalies due to deep-seated features are cornmon near continental 
margins_ The margin here approaches close to the coast and this anomaly may be 
assoc iated with a deep-seated feature. The gJ3neral rise to the west of the 
gravity values is shONn to continue by the readings on Bernier Island, Dirk 
Hartog Island and Faron and Edel Faninsulas. A local positive anomaly.occurs 
on the west coast of Edel Peninsula. 

Vening MSinesz (1948) established a few submarine pendulum stations 
off the coast, and these were used by Thyer (195lb) in preparing the isostatic 
anomaly map. They have not been used in the plan in Plate 1, as the Bouguer 
values in the present work have not been corrected for topography. Without 
this correction, particularly f or the nearby variation in ocean depth, it is 
inadvisable to draw conc lusions from a comparison with the off-shore gravity 
values. However, the isostatic anomalies measured by Vening M3inesz may be 
compared with those on land given by Thyer (195lb). The oomparison shows that 
gravity continues to inorease off-shore west of Carnarvon. Further north, two 
gravity stations of Meinesz, one 50 miles north-west of Cape Cuvier and the 
other 80 miles west of Point Cloates, both show that there is a decrease in 
gravity going west from the ooo.st to 'these stations. 

South of the Wooramel River and east of the Coastal Highway there is 
a large area without gravity stations. Observations have been made along a 
traverse between Hamelin Pool and Narryer Hone stead. This shows a positive 
anomaly centred at station 20-7, 14 miles north-east of M9adow Homestead, which 
may be a continuation of the main central positive anomaly. There is f a fairly 
sharp drop of about 30 mi1ligals east of station 20-7, and further east along 
the traverse a rise of over 50 milligals ocours between stations 20-14 and 
20-16. These steep gradients have been tentatively correlated with the 
decrease in gravity south-east of Callatharra Homestead, and the deorease 
north-west from Byro Home stead. They suggest major faults and the presence of 
a down-faulted blook trending approximately south-west. The negative anomaly 
immediately to the west of. Narryer Homestead, involving a substantial decrease 
in gravity between Narryer and station 20-25, suggests a possible eohelon 
displacement of the supposed eastern fault line. The zone of low gravity 
values which is centred approximately midway between Callatharra and Byro Home
steads and which is tent&tively assun:ed to continue south-westwards to include 
the low values at stations 20-13 and 20-14 (40 miles west-south-west of Narryer 
H0m9stead), may indioate one of the deepest parts of the Basin. The-40 
milligal contour represents a value 40 to 50 milligals lower than the values on 
the out-cropping pre-Cambrian to the east. 

The gravity values on the traverse northwards from Geraldton along the 
Coastal Highway shoo some fluctuations over the pre-Cambrian, culminating in a 
max1mum of +58 mil1i~ls at station 1-23, 8 miles north of Galena. Further 
north, gravity decreases with several amall fluctuations to station T-23, le 
miles east-north-east of Hamelin Homestead, where the value is about -20 
mill1gals. There is no sign of the ne~tive zone referred to in the previous 
paragraph, which would be expected to oross the highway if its trend is 
south-west and if that trend continued. The zone must either terminate before 
the highway is.reached or swing southwards and continue east of the highway. 
This zone may extend southwards to join the negative anomaly whioh has been 
observed between Geraldton and Mullewa and may thus link the Carnarvon Basin 
with the Perth Basin. Field work now in progress should establish whether 
this is so. 

The northward decrease in gravity along the Coastal Highway is most 
pronounced between stations 1-27 and 1-28 where a drop of 16 milligals occurs. 
The strike of this feature oannot be ascertained from the single traverse. 
Geological evidence ind icates Permian sandstone unconf ormably overlying pre
Cambrian gneiss in this area (Condon, personal communication) and the gradient 
observed between stations 1-27 and 1-28 may be caused by the gneiss dipping 
steeply to the north beneath the sanistone. Alternatively, the gradient may be 
due to a substantial fault with downthrow to 'the north • 
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. ' Detailed Surveys .. 

The results of the detailed gravity surveys are plotted on Plate 2. 
The geological sections which accompany the gravity profiles are not to be con-
st dered as a rigid interpretation of the gravity results. They are based on the 
geology as described in the geological report on this Basin (Condon, 1954), but 
modified where necessary to be consistent with the gravity information. In 
drawing the sections across the Giralia Anticline, attention has also been paid to 
the seismic information. The geological sections are to be considered not so 
much as interpretations, but rather as a possible geological background against 
which the gravity results should be considered. 

The locations of the detailed traverses and the area covered by the 
Rough Range survey are shown on the regional gravity plan (Plate 1). The 
profiles have been plotted with the horizontal co-ordinate representing distance 
along the traverses as shown on the map, and no attempt has been made to project 
the results on to a straight line. 

The detailed surveys 
(1) Shot-hole Canyon Traverse; 
Anticline, Traverses A and C; 
Range Area. 

1. Shot-hole Canyon Traverse ~ 

are discussed below under the following headings:
(2) Traverse AI, Cape Range; (3) Giralia 

(4) Wandagee Hill-Williambury Traverse; (5) Rough 

The short traverse, from SPl to SP14, on the eastern flank of the 
Cape Range Anticline, is the only gravity work that has been oarried on to the 
struoture !l9ar the apex. The profile is incomplete and not of much value.. It 
has been extended tentatively to include the gravity values at station 19-10, 
beyond thB eastern end of the traverse, and station 9-12, beyond the western etld. 
BetWeen SP14 and SPI the profile shows a rise in gravity to the west. The 
regional gravity shows a rise in the same direction, as can be seen on Plate 1. 
However, the rise towards the west as SPI is approo.ched is steeper than the 
regional gradient and therefore there must be at least a residual positive 

• anomaly between SPI and station 9-12. The maxDntml of this residual anomaly may 
nearly coincide with the anticlinal axis. The rise in gravity westwards from 
station 19-10 mayb e due in ~rt to a fault with down-throw to the east and if so 
would tend to oonfirm the theory (Condon, 1954) that the Cape Range Anticline was 
produced as a result of an upthrust fault block in the basement. 

• 

.. 

2. Traverse ~l, Cape Range ~ 

This follows seismic traverse Al of the West Australian Petroleum Pty. 
Ltd. across the southern end of the Cape Range and Rough Range Anticlines. 

It is noteworthy that the Rough Range Anticline gives a large gravity 
anomaly as far south as this traverse, although the surface geOlogical axis is not 
shOW'n continuing to the south (Condon et al., 1953). . There is a gap in the 
gravity readings from SP58 to SP70 and consequently the profile does not show 
whether or not there is a positive anomaly near the axis of the Cape Range 
Anticline. 

The profile provides no definite evidence that the Rough Range Anticline 
has been formed over a high-angle upthrust fault in the basement. From 
examination of the results of the detailed survey of the Rough Range area (p, 10) 
it is considered that the most likely interpretation of the residual positive 
anomaly is a sub-surface feature at a depth less than 5,000 feet. If a fault in 
the basement exists, the throw must be too small to produce a significant gravity 
effect at the surface. If the gradient of the profile at the eastern end of the 
traverse is due to a basezoont effect, a fairly uniform easterly dip of the basement 
surface is suggested rather than a fault. 

A gravity traverse across the Cape Range IlBar the apex of the anticline 
should be of considerable interest, and this would be the next logical step in any 
further exploration planned on this structure • 
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3. Gira1ia Anticline. Traverses A and C. 
- ----,-,-----_.---_.------ -----

Two gravity traverses were surveyed across this structure. They 
follow the Bureau's seismic traverses A and ·C. The gravity profile along 
traverse A was discussed by Thyer (1951a) and the seismic work by Vale (1951). 

The gravity profile along traverse A shows a broad negative anomaly 
with the minimum at G20-G24, that is about 2t miles west of 1:he surface axis of 
the Giralia Anticline and about 11 miles east of the Bullara Syncline. The 
average gradient is greater on the eastern side than on the western side. The 
profile shows several small irregularities, some of which may have been incorrect 
rea.dings due to the erratio behaviour of the Norgaard gravity meter. The total 
anolIBly is about 13 milligals with a half-width of about ~ miles J whioh zooans 
that it could be due to a sub-surface feature at a depth of about 10,000 feet. 
A broad shallow feature could produce the anomaly, but a change of about 3,000 
feet in the thickness of sed :i.ments would be required. 

The seismic section shows that the upper sedimentary layers -
presumably Cretaceous and Tertiary - above the unconfo~ity at a depth of about 
3,000 feet, do not change in thickness by more than a few hundred feet and that 
there is a synoline below the unconformity. It seems fairly certain, therefore, 
that the cause of the gravity anomaly lies below the unconformity. The gravity 
anomaly is probably due to a trough in the basement. Such a trough would result 
in thickening of the Palaeozoic sediments. Although the se ismic evidence of a 
synclinal structure at depth supports the view that the gravity anomaly is due to 
a basement trough, the position of the gravity minimum does not correspond 
exactly with the syncline. The trough of the syncline is approximately below 
SP16, which is '-bout 2 miles east of the lowest point of the gravity anomaly. , 
Furthermore, the seismic section shows no evidence of a slope of the synclinal 
axis. 

The seismic results show evidence of a fault between SPS and SP8. 
where a zone of steep easterly dips has been observed at the surface. A fault 
with a downthrow to the east has been inferred from 1:hose dips (Condon, 1954). 
A small disturbanoe of the gravity profile near SP5 could be due to suoh a fault, 
but only if the fault were at a shallow depth and had a throw of only a few 
hundred feet. 

If' the eastern half' of the lIB in anomaly shown by the profile is con
sidered as being due to a fault, it can be estimated that the fault would be 
centred at a depth of about 8,000 feet. The fault would have a down-throw to 
the west, possibly of 2,000 feet or more; Such a fault is a possible 
interpretation of the gravity anomaly. but clearly a fault of this type would not 
provide an explanation of the origin of the Giralia Anticline in terms of the 
theory suggested by Condon (1954) I as the down-throw is to the west and not to 
the east. 

The profile along traverse C shows a general rise in gravity eastwards 
from SPS1. A reversal of this trend between 8m and BPS correlates with 1:he 
seismic evidence for a shallow fault with a down-thrOW' to the east of a few 
hundred feet. The reversal of the trend results in the appearance of a residual 
positive anomaly corresponding approxina.te ly to the Giralia Anticline. Further 
investigation of this residual positive anomaly would be justified, as it may be 
re lated to the anticlinal structure mapped at the surface. However. on the 
present available gravity data, it is considered that the residual positive 
anomaly is produced by the effect of a shallow fault superimposed on the broader 
anomaly resulting from a basement feature. There is a rise in gravity from SP51 
to the reconnaissance station 31-7 J about 6 miles to the west, thus suggesting a 
broad ne gative gra,vity anomaly with the minimum llBar 8P49. The ne gative anomaly 
is considered to be due to a basement trough. 

4. Wa~~a~e_ Hill -:.!filli~ury ~raverse. 

This traverse extends across the major ne gative anomaly in the eastern 
part of the Basin. From station G149, one mile west of Middalya. Hozoostead, there 
is a steady increase in gravity to the western end of the traverse. A smaller 
increase occurs from Station Gl20, 12 miles east of Middalya HOIIBstead, to the 
eastern end of the traverse. It has not been possible to reconcile the structure 
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of the basin deduced ~rom the geological evidenoe with the broad ne~tive anomaly 
shown by the profile along this traverse ~ The re gi ona 1 westerly dip or the 

• sediments in outcrop is considered to indicate that the thickening, of the 
sedimentary sequence continues westwards to, and beyond, Wandagee Hill, except 
where it is interrupted by faults with downthrow to the east. The gradual rise 
in gravity to the west towards Wandagee Hill suggests rather a gradual rise in the 
basement and a thinning of the sedinentary seotion in this d ireotion. A sub
stantial rise in gravity occurs from G145 to G147 at the eastern end of the 
traverse where the pre-Cambrian outcrop is approached. 

• 

Jmny faults are shown by geological mapping along this traverse but 
most of them cannot be satisfactorily corre~ted with features on the gravity 
profile. One exoeption is the upthrust fault block from Gl36 to 16 ... 2, (near the 
eastern end of the traverse) which appears to have a small anomaly assooiated 
with it, although the anomaly is not as large as would be expeoted from such a 
large throw. A possible exoeption is the fault outcropping near Gl06, four miles 
east or Middalya, which may be related to the gravity drop from Gl07 to Gl09. 
The gravity profile is not consistent with the major fault with downthrow to the 
east near Wandagee Hill, which is ind icated by geological mapping, as there is no 
gravity gradient steep enough. 

5. Rough Range Area. 

The results of the survey are shown as a contour plan on Plate 2. Tb3 
feature of most interest is the positive gravity anomaly striking approximately 
north-north-east and passing through A-l/26, A-21/l0, A-22/S, A-5/2, A-20/3 am 
A-lS!2. There is a olosure of about 1 milligal, with the highest value at 
A-22!a. 

Owing to the limitations or tinE and surveying facilities, gravity 
observations were nade at the seismio shot-pOints only. The resulting dis-
tribution or gravity stations does not give a good coverage of the anomaly. It 
would have been desirable to have two or three additional east-west traverses 
between traverses A-22 and A-23, and more stations are required to the east of 
traverse A-22 to define the anomaly more accurately. Further observations are 
required to establish whether the anomaly continues to the south or traverse A ... I. 

It is apparent that the axis of the anomaly is approximately parallel 
to the surface axis of the Tertiary anticline (Condon et al., 1953) but a bout one 
mile to the east. This suggests a considerable migration or the axis of the 
structure with depth, or a displacement at an unconformity. 

The regional map (Plate 1) shows an increase in gravity to the 
north ....... est of Rough Range. To the south-east, gravity continues to deorease and 
passes through a minimum. between Bullara and Giralia H0m9steads. No gravity 
information is available to the east, in Exmouth Gulf. 

As the struoture lies mar the large change in gradient it is dU'ficult 
to separate the looal anomaly from the regional anomalies. However, an attempt 
has been made to do this and to make an e st'ima. te of the maximum depth to the sub
surface feature causing the residual anomaly (Dooley & Everingham, 1954). The 
maximum. depth to the top of the feature was e sttmated for two possible values of 
the regional gradient. A density contrast or 0.3 was assumed in both cases. 
The depths obtained were about 3,700 feet and 4,300 feet for the two alternative 
interpretations of a cross-seotion through station A-S/2 near the centre of the 
anomaly. 

In Rough Range No.1 Bore, the unconformity be~on the Cretaceous and 
the Permian rocks was lOOt at a depth of 3,995 ft. It is highl.j "probable that 
the Permian rooks are sub stant ially denser than the Cretace ous, ann that a density 
contrast sufficient to aocount for the obserwd anomaly would be found .... +; the un
oonformity_ The denSity contrast is not likely to be more than 0.3. If" 4t is 
less, then the nax1mum depths will be less than those oalculated. 

On this hypotheSiS, the positive residual gravity anonaly should 
represent a high feature on the unconformity between the Cretaceous and the 
Permian rocks fI It is likely that the depth to the top of the feature would be 
less than the maximum. depth estiinate of 3,700-4,300 ft., and therefore would 

• probably be less than the depth to the unconformity as found in the bore. However, 
I 

/ 

• 
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the bore is situated on t he flank of the gravity anomaly, and therefore if the 
hypothesis is trw, the tmconformity must be shallower at the axis of the 

• anomaly. In any oase, maximum depth estimates of this nature are necessarily 
approxizmte, and oould be in error by a few hundred feet. 

CONCLUS IONS. 

At the pres~nt sta@3 of the investigation of the Carnarvon Basin, the 
control information does not provide an entirely satisfactory basis for inter
pretation 0f the r~sulijs of the reconnaissance gravity survey. Difficulties in 
int6rp:i.4(;~atto~ n.d-::1 'P~l'O::n th~ pr8senc~ of large regional gradients and from the 
poss50il'H:y ~"l ~1.", · :"· :~:':;Coni;8.1 ;ariatio!:'3 ~)'l ':~e d;msit.r of the b9.sem3nt and "the 
sedim3nt9.ry rocks o 

The in~erpr'eta.t':'on of the recor.nainsa.me S 1.u-V''3Y 11.0.2 b'Jen attnnpted 
only on broad lines and depends on the asscmp~ion that, in ger.era1 3 the density 
of the sediments is less tr.an that of the bac8l"1ent rocks. This in+;'21'pretation 
shows two major trougl:s in the basement, ooparated by a rou@lly north-south zone 
of relatively shallow basement. All the anticlines mapped at the surface in 
!&:lsozoic and Tertii.lry rocks lie in the western part of the Basin as divided on 
the basis of the gravity results. 

The central north-south rid@3 in the basement conflicts with the 
structure of the Basin inferred from geological mapping, which has been 
interpreted to indicate that the westerly dip c:£ the basement continu~s from the 
eastern edge of the Basin, nearly to t.~e coast-line, except where interrupted by 
major faults with downthrow to the east. 

The gravity results show little evidence of major faulting, exoept in 
the eastern margin of "the Basin. There my be faults with smaller throws (of 
the order of a few hl.'.ndred fe€lt) which would not be revealed by the 
reconnaissance sv.r-roy. It seems unlikely t}-l.at the presence of Devonian 

• sediments at a depth of 11'400 feet in the Pelican Hill Bore near Carna .... von, is 
due to a major upthrust wedge of basement and Palaeozoic rocks. 

• 

• 

Additional gravity observations are required in many parts of the 
Basin that have not been adequately covered by the reconnaissanoe sUt"Vey. In 
particular, additional gravity observations are required over the Kennedy Ran@3 
and in tm area between the Kennedy Range and the boundary of the pre-Cambrian 
outcrop to the east; also, in the area south of the Wooramel River and east of 
the Coastal Higm\"aY:l an area which, from present gravity data, may inc lude one 
of the deepest pa!"ts of the Basin. Additional gravity observations in the 
latter area should indicate whether or not the Carnarvon Basin is linked with 
the Perth Basin to the south. The gravity survey of the Carnarvon Basin will 
not be complete without observations off-shore over the continental she If. 

It is considered that additional gravity data would assist in 
reconciling the points of difference between the interpretations of the 
@301ogical and geol?hysical work. 

The Rough Range Anticline is the only struoture in the Basin over 
which a fairly complete detailod gravity survey has been IlRde. A p03i~ive 
anomaly with a closu:ce of about 1 milligal was observed. The axis of i!1e 
anomaly is parallel to, and about one mile to the east of, the surface axis of 
the anticline. The relation between the gravity anomaly and the accumulation of 
oil discovered in Rough Range No.1 Bore is not clear at present. 

Two east-west traverses across the Giralia Anticline show a broad 
negative anomaly, believed to result from a troug1l in the basement below the 
anticline. The only possible oorrelation between the gravity results and the 
geologically mapped surface structure is a small positive feature superimposed on 
the broader negaJvive anoIDllly on the southernmost traverse. 

Although U.mi~ed in scope, the detailed surveys :indicate the need for 
further detailed gravity surveys over the known anticlines in the Basin. 
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SEISMIC SURVEYS 

LOCATION • 

The seismic surveying oarried out by the Bureau in the Carnarvon Basin 
has been oonfimd, exoept for an inoono Ius ive traverse on the Cape Range. to the 
Giralia Anticline whioh has been mapped at the surfaoe in M:lsozoio and Tertiary 
rocks. The seismic survey was done during 1951 and oonsisted of three 
traverses. These 'Were :-

(1) Tra"'l6r"le itA". an east-~vest reflection traverse across the 
nOi ~hern enU. of the a.z:.t::'IJJ.:L.J.9. 

(2) Traw j.·sA :'£1) ~ a north-:::r;U"th :-efraction t J.·9.versEI a10!lg t:!:1a 
surface axis cf the anticline roar traverse I\A'j. 

(3) Traverse "C", an east-west refleotion traverse across the 
apex of fue anticline. 

The locations of these traverses are shown on Plate 1. 

PURFOSE. 

The object of the above traverses was to show, as far as possible, 
whioh one of three alternatives represented the teotonio nature of the major 
antio1ines in the area. The three alternatives were proposed and expressed by 
Dr. Schneeberger (1950) who was, at the time, a Su.pervising Geologist with the 
Bureau. The three alternatives were expressed as follows :-

(1) It is assUIOOd that the Palaeo~oic sedim:lnts are developed in at 
least the same thickness as measured in outcrop sections 
farther east. They are faulted in a s imBar pattern to the 
Palaeozoic sedimants near the eastern margin of -the baflin. The 
folding of the M3sozoic-Tertiary sedilmnts, which overlie the 
Palaeozoic rocks unconformably, is the result of the block
faulting of the Devonian-Permian seqoonoe in depth_ This should 
result, in a se :t.smic reflection pioture, in two independent sets 
of dips, the higher set a.ppertaining to fue folded M9sozoic
Tertiary sequence, fue deeper ona to the block-faulted Palaeozoio 
strata. 

(2) The Palaeozoio and !&9sozoic-Tertiary sedlIoonts are harmoniously 
folded, although incipient folding movements mi~t have taken 
place in pre-M'3sozoic time. Dips in the younger strata should in 
this case be of apprOximately the same magnitwe as those in the 
Palaeozoic beds. A deep-seated basement core might, however, be 
present, but would presumablybe out of' reach of the seismio 
investigation. 

(3) The Cape Range and Giralia .h.nticlinas oontain basement cores 
(buried hills), flanked and partly o~rlapp9d by Palaeozoic 
sediments. As in the case of other well known structures of this 
type, differential compaction would be an essential factor for 
their origin. The zones of steep dips in the M3sozoic-Tertiary 
sequence would in this case be oaused by faulting in the basement 
oomplex. A solution of this alternative should be possible with 
refraotion shooting, provided the Palaeozoic cover of' the basement 
ridge is not too thick. 

TECHNICAL MATTERS. 

Along reflection traverses "A" and "C", initial tests were made by the 
oonventional shot hole techn:1.que and also by the air shooting technique _ Air 
shooting was adopted as the main method for the two traverses, but along Traverse 
"C" it 1'88 supplemented by hole shooting. 

Cross seotions obtained along the reflection traverses have ' been plotted 
10 depth. i.e. the refleotion times have been multiplied by the appropriate 
velocity to convert them to depth (plate 3). The refleotions have been plotted 
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aocording to calculated angles of dip. The dip!!! have been taken into account 
when plotting the position of the reflections and the reflections are shown in 
the pos it ions from which they appear to c am9 if it is a ssumed that the section is 
normal to the strike of the reflecting horizon and that the velocity is uniform. 
A correction has been made for elevation effects. The air shooting technique, 
in which the shot points were off-set by 2,400 - 3,000 feet normal to the 
traverse from the ends of the geophone spreads, did not provide the necessary 
data for making weathering corrections, but special shooting to obtain these data 
was not considered justified_ Velocities used for the depth plotting have a 
pro'l:lab:;.G erro:w;" of 10 per cent, but this can have little effect on the structural 
p:::"t:'1.10 -::bJ':'1.:ir..2d a:'! a'l error of 10 per cent in relief is not important at this 
stat,·'" 0 

The 1"': :':r~c~v:tor. tT";>."':""O:-Cd :'s 0p:: n .!-.., '1overal i:1J..:=!rp=-e7"\~.'"C:;';;. ~·,)~'~:i.cularly 

in relation to ths r..~::'!1b8r ar_c' vn.lu~ of' Qbs€I:':""v"'OQ v3:i.ccit.:leo (1.2 .n ;:~o:· l'e~',.'~;~{,crs. 

On::'y the more defi:lite r''.lf:.:ac-hors a:.-e lister) in the Cii:-:ctlssi<m o~ re st~~"i·s and an 
estimate of their velocity, depth, and apparent dip in the north-south di,8ction 
is given. A basic assumption for the interpretat:i.on given is that the beds 
below the traver-se have a practically consta..."lt dip along the traverse. Sub-
stantial detartUl-es from this assumption would cause gross errors • 

.DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 1_ 

Reflection TraversJ "A" • . ----- --~~----.--.---. 

Generally, throughout the length of 'tile section, the shallow data are 
ab\mdant and good, particularly in the zone between 2,000 and 3,000 feet, with 
notable exceptions in the region between SP's 6 and 8 and iInIoodiately to the west 
of SP24. The reflecting horizons conform generally with the surface struoture. 
BelC1N this zone there is good evidence of an unconformity. but the number am the 
quality of the reflections belCJN the unconformity are not as good as in the zone 
above. The upper ~rt or the seotion above the unoonformity is believed to 
oorrespond to Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks which are separated from underlying 
Palaeozoic rocks by the unconformity. 

The following is a detailed description of the section from east to 
west. Between SP's 40 and 34 the reflecting horizons dip slightly to the west 
and the shallow and deep horizons appear conformable. To the west of SP34. at 
about 2,750 feet depth, an unconformity becomes apparent. The refleet:ing 
horizons immediately below the unconformity dip about 60 to the west between 
SP's 34 and 27 and at about 4 0 to the east between Spt s 27 and 1, thuB forming a 
syncline with its axis near SP27. The reflecting horizons above the unconformit,r 
are relatively flat and slightly synclinal. Under SP's 27, 26. I and 2, a second 
unoonformity is suggested at about 4,000 feet, as the beds below this depth dip 
much more gently than those immediately above. 

From SP2 to SP6 the unconforn:it iss are not apparent and all beds con
tinue either flat or with slight westerly dips, 'the most significant exception 
being the refleotion under SP5 with different phases at 1.945 and 1.973 seconds 
respectively, which was actU8.lly recorded from SPII. This reflection dips at 
about 55° to the west and its significance in indicating faulting will be discussed 
later. From SP6 to the west of SP7 there is a complete absence of reliable 
reflections and this also indicates faulting. The shallow reflections from SPS 
westward and the steeply dipping reflections which are shown between SP's 7 and 8 
are conformable with surface dips. 

SP14 coincides with the axis of the anticline. The shallow reflections 
shew gentle east dips east of it and west dips to the west. To the west of SPe 
the first high grade deep reflections. i.e. from below the major unconformit), are 
record'3d f~om SPIO and they shOl'l westerly dips in contrast to the easterly dips of 
the shalloo horizons above them. Be low a depth of approx:lJnately 4,000 feet, 
these westerly dips continue to SP16 which appears to be on the axis of a synclino. 
At a depth of between 3,000 and 4,000 feet, however, the beds appear relatively 
flat and my be unconformable with both the shallow anticline and the deeper 
syncline. 

From SP20 westward the quality of the records is poor and a considerable 
• amount of conflicting data is shovrn. However, the unconformity between the 
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deeper and shallow zones is still apparent. SP's 41 and 42 were not used and 
SP45 gave no reflections whatever. Three experim:mtal shot points, A, Band C, 
were placed a further seven miles westward. The dips above 3,000 feet differ 
slightly fran those below, but the evidenoe of an unconformity is not conclusive. 
There appears to 00 a reversal in dip in the deeper 1:eds which suggests the 
presence of a syncline centred at shot point B. 

Reflection Traverse "c" 

SCli!"rrtic 6V3r.·:~ :2~;'x~nj-D.t; £':"8m less th..<m 2;501i fro! :'."', ::c. ;::ene~al 
strong and clec.r. They include bo'ch :i."'ef:"ections and ;'''lfr8.<,-:''1'':1:; :1lc.'1 -[-,:'.8 

classification of an event is not always clear at fil'p~. R,,=-.L:·p.,~-'c~r:n t~sually 

show a ''wash board" effect when plotted on the cross~section as l·eflec·~ions. 
Individual events of this type are of no use for ind icating the value of the 
dip of the strata they represent, but when a number ferm a continuous sequence 
they have qualitative value in that they then indicate the direction of dip. 
This is so between SP's 33 and 5. 

The section across the western flank of the anticline shows west dip 
of 30 from SP55 to SP48, no dip between SP4B and SP3B and we st dip of 60 between 
SP.38 and SP34. On the eastern flank, between SP's 5 and 6, there is f. definite 
break in the continuity of the shallow events, those to the east of SP6 arriving 
about O.oS sec. later than those to the west of SP5. This indicates the 
presence of a fault between SP5 and SP6, with an estimted down-throw to the east 
of about 500 ft. The change in the elevation of the recorded horizons is 
sutfic ient to alter the character of the events from refractions on the west to 
reflections on the east. The fault can be oorrelated with -the probable fault 
indicated on traverse "A" between SP's 5 and B. From SP6 to SPl8 the profile 
of the shallow beds is fairly flat. 

The shallow reflections recorded when shooting from SPIB to -the east 
and SP19 to the west are similar in character, but arrive about 0.05 sec. later 
at SP19 than at SP18. This indicates another fault, with an estimated down
throw to the east of about 300 ft. on the eastern side of -the Ahri1la Anticline. 

From SPl9 to the end of the traverse at SP35, the profile is generally 
flat, with exoeptions between SP's 40 and 42, where west dip of 3 0 is recorded, 
and between SP's 43 and 45, where east dip of 2io is recorded. 

I?~e~~ven~~ .. J Greater than 2,500 feet). 

Both the air shooting and the hole shooting show an almost complete 
lack of reflections immediately west of SPS from depths greater than 2,500 ft., 
while fram SPS to SP9 there is an abundance of reflections. Som reflections 
from hole shooting at SP7 come from as deep as 11,000 ft. and are of good 
quality. The sharp change from numerous reflections to no reflections is 
evidence that the suggested fault between SP5 and SPS in the shallow beds 
continues through the sections. Spt s 6 and 8 provide tb3 only reliable dip 
information for the beds below 2.500 ft. The events on these records con
sistently show east dip throughout the section from 2,500 ft. to 11.000 ft., the 
average dip value being approx:1nately 50. The shallow beds under these shot 
points are reasonably flat. 

Elsewhere along the traverse, although many events have been plotted 
below 2.500 ft •• the dips are so inconsistent that no definite conclusions can be 
drawn. The nature of many of the events is not known, since they do not appear 
to fulfil necessary conditions for either refractions or reflections. G.F. 
Francis, United Geophysical Company (1951) suggests that they may be due to 
reverberations within a relatively low-velocity layer. 

The following table sets out the results obtained from this traverse. 
Possible errors, other than gross errors due to wrong assumptions, are velocity 
5%, depth t 20%, dip j; 20%. 
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Velocity of Refraotor 

6,330 
9,250 

11,600 
14,900 
17,600 
19,900 
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~~..E."!-h be low S P .R1 

10 ft. 
600 ft. 

3,340 ft. 
5,030 ft. 
7,160 ft. 

13,860 ft. 

Apparent Dip 

0.70 N. 
4.80 N. 
2,60 S. 
1 040 s. 
5.40 N. 

In rE'lle,;~i~g tl'Y<lSC results to thr'l m:t1n oojaot or "jho sU~·7ey. namely the 
nature of the st=:U~t'.l.:3 .... '."::J.del'~.ying the Gi1:'a15.Cl. anticline ,_ j:'j 18 :::eon ":hf4t :-

(a) A shallow antic line correspcnding to 'thC3 Gi:rl"'.li:~ .• l.nticline 
exists to a depth of approx~tely 3,000 feet. 

(b) There is a marked unconformity be1aR this depth where, on 
Traverse fiAtt, there is aotually a syno1ine underlying the 
shallow antic lim • 

- (0) There is an absence of reflections beneath S .P' s 6 and 8 along 
Traverse "A" which is marked in the surface geology as an area of 
steep dips, and the absenoe of refleotions is oonsidered tiO be 
evidenoe of faulting. 

(d) The results of Traverses "Bit and flC" indioate that a seotion of at 
least 11,000 feet exists be laR the Giralia Antioline • 

It is thus possible to offer the follOWing comments on the alternatives 
to the tectonic nature of the structure. The surface structure is not rer:eated 
at depth and the Palaeozoio and M3sozoio-Tertiary sedimmts are not harmoniously 
folded. There is no obvious relation between deep and. shallow structures. The 
seismic results do not indioate a basement core to the Giralia Anticline. 

The seismio results indicate that the zone of steep dips shown at the 
surfaoe on the eastern flank of tile anticline is UIlderlain by a deeper fault or a 
series of faults confined to a relatively narrow region. 

On Traverse "A", faulting is indicated by the absenoe of reflections 
(a normal feature of a fault zone) and is also suggested by the steeply dipping 
reflection below SP5, which was recorded from SPll. This steeply dipping 
reflection could possibly be a reflection from a fault plane whioh, however, my 
have been misplotted owing to errors inherent in the plotting technique and in 
-the velooitya ssurnptionse Such evidence as there is suggests that there may be 
a fault plane dipping at approx1ll'llte1y 550 to the west be1aR the area of steep 
dips, but its exact location cannot be determined. 

On Traverse "C", there is evidence of two relatively shallOW' faults 
between spt s 5 and 6 and between SP's 18 and 19. 

Further infol"IlRtion on the nature of the faulting might be obtained from 
refraction shooting along north-south traverses on each s ide of the supposed fa.ult 
to obtain the depths to prominent refraoting horizons which could be correlated, 
and along east-west traverses across the supposed fault to determine tile throw. 

The seismic work has shown that seismic methods are applicable in the 
investigation of possible oil-bearing struotures in the Carnarvon Basin. It is 
olear from the results obtained on the Gira1ia Anticline, that investigation with 
a view to tile seleotion ot deep drilling sites oannot be carried out thoroughly 
without se ismio surveys of sa lected areas. 
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